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2001 : Nilde 1.0 
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Focusing on main issues to improve quality
standards
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The importance of sharing resources
Ghost libraries are mainly borrowing, they must reduce imbalance














































2. 0,6≥ RF≤ 1 completely or relatively balanced efficiency
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Nilde indicators: Success Rate
We define “Success Rate” (SR) or “Fill Rate”











lending request and its delivery, expressed in days, by the 
same library
A short TT means efficiency and high user satisfaction
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TT trend
% documents deliveredTimeliness
2005 2006 2007 2008
1 day 43,20% 51,04% 60,53% 67,93%
1‐2 days 35,50% 30,81% 24,26% 21,43%
2‐3 days 8,08% 9,06% 9,48% 6,76%
≤3 days 86,78% 90,91% 94,27% 96,12%
Users main expectation is to get documents as soon as possible
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*For a better representation of the dispersion of the analyzed sample, data relating the highly severe outliers are omitted

















2005 511 75.652 148,0
2006 552 87.846 159,1
2007 595 99.083 166,5
2008 651 106.908 164,2
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Total article requests 75.652 87.846 99.083 106.908
last 10 years publication date
requests
47.320 52.966 58.086 61.818
total requests for titles ≥ 20
requests*
23.273 27.084 30.859 33.989
%  last 10 years requests vs total
requests
63% 60% 59% 58%
% total requests for titles ≥ 20 (last
10 years) vs total requests
31% 31% 31% 32%
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Thank You for your attention
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